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In this issue we focus on:
l Geoff Stait takes over as the writer of our bulletins
l Why we’re getting obsessive about Gilt Yields
l Who are suffering the most from the Government’s actions?
l Government net debt is growing , so why should anyone buy Government Bonds?
l My suggestions to bring the UK out of the downward economic spiral
l Something’s got to give to drive up Pension Annuity Rates

Geoff Stait takes over as the writer of our bulletins
This 16th Bulletin marks a bit of a change for us at PML. Three months ago, Geoff Stait resumed occupancy of his
corner of the office. We are pleased he’s back – indeed he hardly seems to have been away!

Geoff has been happily co-editing our bulletins for a little while – and has enabled me to reclaim a small slice of
my out-of-office life. In fact he has been so happy doing this that I have now passed full editorship over to him. So
thank you for staying with us – and from now on, PML bulletins, whilst speaking for all of us at PML, will be Geoff’s
doing! 

Well hello everyone, it’s good to be back. I’ll certainly do my best to continue the good work that Rob’s produced
– and let you have our take on pension related issues and developments.

Why we’re getting obsessive about Gilt Yields
Now, it’s been suggested that we’re getting a bit obsessive about Gilt yields... and I guess that’s right. I think it’s
because of the almost biblical effect of Governmental measures both here and throughout Western Europe, of
Sovereign banks’ Quantitative Easing (QE) and Long Term Refinancing Operations (LTRO). By flooding the market
with ostensibly safe Government stock and fixing the price within a false market, national governments have
continued to hold off the inevitable day of economic reckoning. This has been going on for over 3 years now and
shows little sign of abating. 

However, like any form of market rigging, the printing and repurchase of new money is unsustainable. For the
moment, it buys time for the over-indebted: interest charges are kept down, debt foreclosure deferred and the
‘phoney war’ continues. The ultimate cost keeps going up of course – but that, it seems, is for another day. Ironically
(and cruelly) the casualties are not the feckless who got us into this fix – but the prudent, who had little or nothing
to do with it!
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Who are suffering the most from the Government’s actions?
Principal amongst the prudent are our pensioners. All of those who seek to live upon finite capital resources are
suffering the most from our Government’s actions. High price inflation, negative real returns, rock bottom annuity
rates and all time low Drawdown factors are, inch by inch, eroding the wealth of prudent retirees. They are, in
effect, the unwilling creditors to spendthrift Government. So yes, all this does make us rather cross!

At some point Fixed Interest market fundamentals will reassert themselves and the barrel of giveaway Government
Stock will be overturned. The perceived ‘safe haven’ of Government Bonds will lose its appeal – either through
exposure of the myth (most likely in euroland) or by the exhaustion of QE and its continental brothers. This inevitable
return to normality will generate a Bear market in Government Stock and deliver rising yields and falling values.

Government net debt is growing, so why should anyone 
buy Government Bonds?
Just ten years ago, the yield to redemption of a UK 10 year Government Bond was around 5.25%, Base Rate was
4% and the Euro was worth just over 60p. At that time Government Net Debt equated to 29% of GDP – or in real
money £300 bn. Today, Government Net Debt equates to over 60% of GDP, in real money over a £1 trillion – and
Net Debt is set to rise to 70% of GDP by the end of the Parliament. 

Ten years ago, Debt interest payments amounted to £22.1 bn of the Government’s annual budget, today Debt
interest payments amount to nearly £50 bn – and represent the fourth highest Government Departmental cost,
after Social Security, Health and Education. And still National Debt continues to rise. Right now we have an Annual
Budget Deficit of around 11% of GDP, thanks to the effects of the recession and the absence of economic growth
and ever higher Government spending.

So now after considering this background economic data, would someone like to tell me why the UK, having
overspent to a degree that has trebled its deficit over the last 10 years, should be seen as a ‘dead cert’ to which
we should lend our money. So good in fact that it’s worth actually losing money to make that investment!

Now we all understand that the Government, for the duration of this Parliament, is desperate to avoid a Bear market
for its Fixed Interest stock. But I very much doubt that it will pull this one off. I think the Government will find it
increasingly difficult to sell its debt at current prices – because current prices arise solely from fear motivated
market herd instinct. How else can ‘investment’ in 10 year UK Government stock yielding 2.05% be held up as a
good idea? If such extraordinary acquisitions do represent a good idea then you can call me Edwin van der Saar!

My suggestions to bring the UK out of the downward economic spiral
No, these circumstances are unsustainable – because they are ultimately self defeating. Normal market forces
must and will prevail. In my book, actual fiscal stimulus combined with financial safety net removal and some form
of debt forgiveness, are the kind of shock tactics that need to be employed to free the country from the effects of
a downward economic spiral. The coming Bear market in Government stock will push up borrowing costs and
increase the Debt interest bill. But unless and until our total Net Debt is contained – and begins to be repaid, the
country’s economic prospects will remain vulnerable to market forces beyond our control. So, do we jump – or do
we wait to be pushed? I’m all for jumping – because Recession can become Depression far too easily.

The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any
decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent
professional advice appropriate to your own particular circumstances.
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Something’s got to give to drive up Pension Annuity Rates
An inevitable return to capital market normality, will painfully impact upon many economic areas. But, for us at
PML, our principle interest is of the effect upon annuity rates and pension Drawdown factors. Readers will know
that Pension annuity rates are at an all time low. At current rates, a member’s Personal Lifetime Allowance of £1.5m
would deliver alarmingly small pension annuity income from age 65. On the assumption that the Member would
uplift his Maximum Cash Lump Sum of £375,000 from his final £1.5m fund, the remaining £1.125m would, at the
moment, secure a joint life index-linked annuity income of only £30,645 per annum before tax. This alarming figure
is based upon current index-linked annuity rates and assumes that a 65 year old male scheme member (and his
62 year old spouse) purchases a joint life annuity that would continue in full after first death. 

The maximum Drawdown pension for this same member, with his £1.125m residual fund would be around £73,000
per annum before tax. This significantly higher Drawdown pension figure would broadly mirror single life level
annuity terms. Of course such a comparison requires all sorts of caveats and validation – but current pension
incomes, generated principally by long term interest rates, are ensuring that those about to receive their pensions
are carrying the burden of the nations indebtedness to equal if not great degree than those who still represent the
working population.

Something’s got to give. The longer we delay a course change, the more perilous our position becomes. Shades
of that event of 100 years ago perhaps...?

Geoff Stait 
20 April 2012
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